
     Join Our Team of Experienced Consultants and Trainers!      

T-GATE, a reputable Training and Consulting Services Provider, is renowned for delivering top-
quality Training Courses in Telecommunications, Networking, and Information Technologies.  

We go beyond learning, offering consultative services in engineering projects such as Network 
design/optimization, tender evaluation, and technology advice. Our unique blend of 
experience, fresh perspectives, and passion guarantees innovative, qualitative, and cost-
effective solutions. 

With a global reach, our services seamlessly meet customer needs, whether onsite or remote. 
Since 2007, we have fostered relationships and developed skills in over 40 countries, serving 
customers from diverse cultures and backgrounds. 

As our activities expand and solid growth lies ahead, we are seeking experienced instructors 
and consultants to join our exceptional team. If you are eager for exciting assignments and 
confident in your ability to develop your knowledge and professional skills, we invite you to 
apply by submitting your resume and supporting information as instructed below. 

We particularly appreciate applications from individuals with a keen interest in professional 
training and education at the highest level, offering opportunities for international travel. 

Currently, T-GATE has vacancies for experienced consultants/trainers within the areas of 
Radio, OSS/BSS, Core, Transmission, IT, Security, Cloud Infrastructure with working experience 
of any major product vendor (i.e. Ericsson, Nokia, HUAWEI, Cisco). 

Requirements: 

• Extensive hands-on experience in any of the aforementioned areas of expertise. 

• Strong presentation and interpersonal skills, along with self-motivation to excel in a 
multicultural environment. 

• Proven ability to utilize online collaboration tools effectively. 

• Fluency in English (written and oral). Knowledge of other foreign languages, particularly 
French, Arabic, Spanish, Italian, or Russian, will be considered advantageous. 

• Excellent communication skills and a highly analytical mind fostering creative thinking and a 
problem-solving approach. 

• Demonstrated commitment and dedication through a client-centered approach. 

• Upholding high professional and ethical standards. 



T-GATE offers an attractive remuneration package, and in most assignments, flexible working 
hours and the option to work from home are possible. 

If you are interested in this position, whether on a full-time or part-time basis, and it aligns with 
your background and career aspirations, please apply by emailing your resume to info@t-
gate.com with the subject line "Experienced consultants/trainers/23/DI.UOA". 

Join our team and embark on an enriching journey, shaping the future of training and 
consulting in the telecommunications industry. Apply now and unlock exceptional opportunities 
with T-GATE. 
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